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CNY Community Foundation Continues Commitment

AURORA gratefully received additional grant funding from the CNY Community Foundation to continue the Children’s Hearing Aid Program, also known as CHAPS. To date, the program has served over 80 families, distributing 84 hearing aids to 52 children.

From start to finish, Lucas and his mom were involved in the process of getting his much needed new hearing aid. Here’s what his mom, Nichole, had to say about the experience: “The CHAPS program was imperative in helping my son. I'm a single mom, and although I have excellent medical insurance, it doesn't cover the cost of a new hearing aid, and Lucas was in dire need of one!

The CHAPS grant allowed me the peace of mind knowing Lucas would continue being able to hear with the latest technology and as a mother, there's nothing better than knowing your child has what he needs. I didn't have to stress out about how I was going to afford a new hearing aid for Lucas, and the look on my...
CODA’s Come Together

Thanks to a grant from the Jim and Juli Boeheim Foundation, the first of two eight week classes for children of Deaf adults, or CODA’s for short, is underway. This opportunity is important because it brings children together who would otherwise never have the chance to meet, to talk and share about the one thing they have in common.. a deaf parent.

Growing up at the crossroads of the Deaf and hearing worlds can present challenges for children and parents alike. Communication is the key to family harmony and personal growth, so teaching American Sign Language is the primary focus of the class. Parents remain with their children who are taught by instructor, Jessica Bray. After the very first class, feedback was positive: one parent asked, “after the 8 weeks are over, what will AURORA have next for our children?”

The second class will build on the first and a field trip and graduation ceremony are planned.

Did You Know???

- There are more than 200 different sign languages used around the world. (French and American Sign Language are the most alike!)

- After English and Spanish, American Sign Language is the third most used language in the United States.

- Babies can communicate using sign language 6-8 months prior to communicating verbally.

Are you interested in learning American Sign Language? Check out AURORA’s website: www.auroraofcny.org or our Facebook page at www.facebook.com/AuroraofCNY to see when upcoming classes are open for registration.
Meet Our Presenting Sponsor and Honorary Chair

Dr. Lawrence Stewart, our valued colleague and advocate "extraordinaire" for AURORA, is this year's Presenting Sponsor and Honorary Chair. He has been an integral part of our organization for more than a decade, when he became a member of our Board of Directors. Dr. Stewart, along with his wife and fellow medical professional Dr. Pamela Sunshine, have been long-time supporters of our organization.

During three decades of professional practice, Dr. Stewart has performed thousands of surgeries and pioneered eye care treatment as one of the founding members and first medical director of the Specialty Surgery Center of CNY, the largest provider of eye surgery in the greater Syracuse area. He was also instrumental as a founding member of Laservue of CNY, a premier provider of Lasik refractive surgery.

Community service is an important part of Dr. Stewart's life at the local, national and international levels. He has traveled to both Central and South America to provide eye surgery to the poor, and provides free eye surgery for the uninsured in the US through Operation Sight. He traveled to New Orleans to help in recovery efforts with Habitat for Humanity and Operation Southern Comfort after Hurricane Katrina. He supports local city schools with science projects, Meals on Wheels, and local scouting organizations. He is currently serving as a board member of Operation Northern Comfort and as a Board Member of Tiny Homes for Good, an organization dedicated to building homes for and providing assistance to the homeless in order to allow them to reintegrate into the Syracuse community.

We thank you, Dr. Stewart, and look forward to a magnificent Musical Feast this year.

For more information about the Musical Feast, visit our website at auroraofcny.org
Thank you to the following members and donors who are committed to the continuation of AURORA’s vital services for those with vision and/or hearing loss. Names listed are those who have contributed from January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018. We apologize for any name that may have been omitted from our list.

Thank you!!
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Spotlight on Low Vision Services

Dr. Konick is a Doctor of Optometry and a Low Vision Specialist who works at AURORA's low vision clinic. In this interview she shares her passion for her work!

**Dr. Konick, what IS low vision?**

Low Vision can be defined as decreased central vision or peripheral vision that even with the best optical correction provided by conventional prescription lenses, still results in visual impairment from a functional point of view. A low vision optometrist is a specially credentialed individual who has earned a Doctor of Optometry degree (O.D.) and has also received additional clinical training in the functional aspects of low vision.

Low vision rehabilitation, offered here at AURORA, includes examining, treating and managing the care of patients with visual impairment that can't be fully treated by medical, surgical or conventional spectacles or contact lenses.

**How can you help people who are struggling with vision loss?**

I tell my consumers that I pick up where their medical eye care professional leaves off. When they are told there is nothing more that can be done for them medically, I can help them optimize their remaining vision and improve their function.

I mainly help by introducing visual aids such as indoor and outdoor light filters, high power LED hand and stand magnifiers, high power reading spectacles, and portable and large screen CCTV’s. So often, when someone hears there is nothing more that can be done from their eye doctor, they don't realize this usually refers to what can be done medically.

I love my work at AURORA on many levels. Every day I am here, I am surrounded by other folks who, like me, just want to help people. People who genuinely care and go the extra mile for others and where everyone works together for the greater good of the consumer. AURORA is a wonderful place to work.

There is no better feeling than seeing someone go from feeling defeated and hopeless because of their vision loss, to hopeful and excited about life again. These folks are dealing with a 'new normal' that they didn't ask for. They have often lost some level of independence and are forced to rely on others, sometimes for the first time in their lives. I always make sure they know I can’t undo whatever medical diagnosis they have but I promise to do my best to make it better. It's quite simple, better is better.
New Board Members Named

Tony Matherne of Oswego County is a former Chef and Medical Assistant who became legally blind in January of 2009. He received help from AURORA that made it possible for him to “live life much more normally.” He joined the Board because he would “like to see that help continue for others.” Mr. Matherne is currently also on the Leadership Board of Oswego County Visually Impaired, an advocacy and networking group for people with vision loss in Oswego County.

Carlene Lacey is a Lead Specialist in Community Relations with National Grid. She is passionate about advocating for vulnerable populations and states that “serving on AURORA’s Board provides an opportunity to help people in need.” She serves on the Finance Committee of the Board.

Jackie Doe has already stepped forward to assist AURORA by sharing her story of the service and support that she received through our organization when she was featured on 93Q Radio recently. Jackie is able to articulate our mission in a unique way and wants others to know that we are here for them.

Laurie O’Hara is a Vice-President and Secretary with Geddes-Federal Savings and Loan. She comes to us with personal experience with our mission and is actively involved in our Fundraising and Development Committee.

Welcome and thank you all for your commitment to AURORA.

Remembering Our Friend, Starr

She liked to stay out of the spotlight but she was a shining example of a strong and steadfast advocate. Starr Guckert was a true champion for the rights of anyone who was disabled, downtrodden or devalued in our society. She displayed courage and grace when it came to giving voice to those who had been silenced by any kind of oppression. For Starr, words were important and the way that we used them, even more so. Her “people first” language and the respect it dictates remain strong values for our organization.

Starr was a standard bearer and a passionate story-teller. She had a “teacher’s heart” and was always ready to share her vast knowledge on topics ranging from the British Royal family to the finer points of the Americans with Disabilities Act. She worked for AURORA for 35 years, only recently retiring. During that tenure she was called upon to wear many hats as a grant writer, trainer, teacher, program leader and advocate. It was probably that last role that she found most fulfilling; as good friend Earleen Foulk remarked, ‘It was her calling.’

We were fortunate to have known and worked with Starr. She touched so many lives, and made them better. In her quiet, courageous and often behind-the-scenes way, she truly made a difference. We will miss you, Starr. Shine on.
Join Our Mission— Without the generous support of our donors, we would not have been able to serve this community over 100 years. Donors like you provide much needed funds for programs such as our support groups, social work services, and skills training.

We appreciate donations in any amount and thank you for your assistance.

Please complete & mail this form to:

AURORA of CNY, 518 James St., Suite 100, Syracuse, NY 13203-2282

---

AURORA of Central New York 2019 Donation Form

Name ________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________
City __________________ State __________ Zip _______________
Phone ___________________________ Email ____________________________

I would like to make a contribution to AURORA of Central New York at the following level:

☐ $25  ☐ $50  ☐ $100  ☐ $250  ☐ $500*  ☐ Other $ __________

☐ Please send me information about AURORA's Planned Giving Program

I am paying by:  ☐ Check (please make checks payable to AURORA of CNY, Inc.)

☐ MasterCard  ☐ Visa  ☐ American Express

My account # _______________________________ Expiration Date __________
V-Code (three digit code on back of card) __________
Name on account (if different from above) ________________________________
Billing address (if different from above) ________________________________

I am aware and allow AURORA of Central New York to charge my card for the above purposes.

Signature: ____________________________ Date: ________________

*Gifts may be acknowledged in our newsletter; if you wish to remain anonymous please check here ☐

In return for your gift you receive no material goods or tangible services for supporting AURORA of Central New York. Your donation to AURORA is tax deductible.
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